The Saga of Sara E.: Restoring a 1969 Cal
Cruising 36
Finding a Boat
Since web shopping for boats became possible, we have been
inveterate users. Even when not looking to buy, it’s interesting and
informative to look at boats for sale and their features. Like dockwalking in your study.
We first saw Cento Anni, a Cal Cruising 36 built in 1969, on the
Yacht World boats-for-sale website in fall 2004. Her hard dodger,
on top of the already prominent doghouse, made her eye-catching,

but her beautiful lines impressed us much more. Careful inspection
of the few photos on the web site revealed that she might be a bit

worn, but she was still an intriguing boat. Her price was also
interesting – when we first saw her advertised, the owner was
asking low 30’s.
For various reasons we determined late in spring 05 to purchase a
boat in the Northwest, provided that we could find a (potentially)
comfortable cruiser with a purchase price in the 30’s or below.
Cento Anni immediately came to mind. I traveled to Seattle in June
to look at her amongst other boats. To my eye, she stood out from
the half-dozen other boats I saw that weekend in several respects.
Her doghouse – what would be called a deck saloon in a
contemporary design – seemed very desirable for cruising in this

often-grey part of the world. The linear galley and dinette are
raised about eight inches above the cabin sole, under a similarly
raised section of coachroof, and are provided with large windows

at shoulder height. I suspected that Lene would have a clear view
seated at the dinette (port) or standing in the galley (starboard), as
indeed turned out to be the case. This departure from the
“submarine” feeling of most sailboat interiors was a major
attraction. The Northwest can be a grey place, and every bit of
light admitted to the interior is welcome. Also, we sail, like many
others, to see nature around us, and are enthusiastic wildlife
watchers. Being able to see the surroundings from the comfort of
the cabin, without having to stand either on a settee and peer out of
a 5 x 12 inch hole, or out in the cold and drizzle (especially at
anchor) has become an attractive idea, and an important criterion
in our search for a boat.

Atop Cento Anni’s doghouse sat a very solid-looking hard dodger.
Both visibility and spray-tightness should be much better than that
provided by canvas dodgers with snap fasteners and flexible
acrylic windows. The dodger looked professionally built, and
proved to have been designed and constructed by a shipwright in
Nanaimo in 2002.
Some web surfing had revealed that these boats (along with their
successors in the Cal line with large expanses of window, notably
the 2-46 and 3-46) had made many long ocean passages, including
circumnavigations (one of the boats listed on the Latitude 38
circumnavigators page is a CC 36), which allayed somewhat my

concern about large windows in cruising boats. [Precut plywood
shutters will be carried routinely.]
Information on the web also revealed that this design was in some
sense a successor to the Cal 40, with the same canoe hull,
trapezoidal fin keel, and barn-door spade rudder which combined
so successfully in that classic design. Several sources suggested
that Lapworth had drawn essentially a 90% C-40 with slightly finer
entry to ameliorate the light-air upwind performance deficit of the
larger boat. Excellent sailing performance, with ability to move in
light winds, struck us as important for northwest cruising, which
can be a matter of light air sailing especially in the summer. The
Cal 36’s fine reputation as a superior performer thus became the
second major draw. This boat could clearly sail circles around the
only other serious contender on my list, a Hallberg-Rassy Rasmus.
The Rasmus is a fine blue-water boat with many interesting design
features and the superb reputation for quality that the HallbergRassy name implies. However she is much heavier than the Cal 36,
with a full keel and attached rudder, and likely to require the iron
genoa in situations where a lighter, more slippery boat might be
coaxed along under sail. Besides being a bit above our optimal
price range, the Rasmus available in Seattle at that time looked to
need the same kind of substantial investment in repairs and
upgrades as Cento Anni.
In the end there was no contest – of all the boats available in
Seattle at any time in the previous year in our price range, Cento
Anni looked to be by far the most promising. I made an offer,
discounting the asking price (by then in the high 20’s) by about
20% and a bit more, to take into account my best guess at the cost
of bringing her up to cruising trim (more on “best guesses”
below!). The seller countered, and we came to a tentative
agreement subject to sea trial, survey, and diesel inspection.

We returned to Seattle in July, and took her out for a sea trial. Her
sailing performance was everything we had hoped – in a little
breeze of under 10 knots, she slipped along easily under main and
lapper, making perhaps 4 knots upwind. She was steady and
responsive off-wind, and showed the positive control for which the
40 is famous. We did not get to experience her reaction to heavy
air, but what we learned from the web (and later from former
owners) seemed very positive.
Close-up inspection also revealed a fair number of serious defects,
about which more shortly. Of all the interior spaces, the head was
in the worst shape. Lene told me later that she would have walked
away after one look, had it been entirely up to her. However, after
sailing her for an hour, she turned to me and said…

Rebuild the Head and She’s Yours
The surveyor’s report confirmed our impression that this boat
needed major attention, as well as uncovering several other flaws
that we would not have spotted on our own. We amended our offer
accordingly, and after a little more dickering, Cento Anni was ours.

Cold Hard Facts
This Cal Cruising 36 was built in 1969 (we think) in Costa Mesa at
the Jensen Marine factory, about midway through the 1966-71
production run of this model. She is 35’9” overall, 27’9” on the
waterline, beam 10’, draft 5’10”, displaces 11500 lbs light. She
carries a main of 310 sq ft, and a selection of headsails including a
150% genoa (clapped out and useless), a lapper with a reef (the
useful headsail), a nearly-new nylon drifter, and a “mule” or storm
jib with a long foot and short luff. The Cruising boat appears to be
identical in hull form to the standard Cal 36 (and, as mentioned
earlier, very similar to the Cal 40). It differs from the standard boat
in having (i) shrouds outboard, essentially at the rail, rather than
inboard next to the cabin top – wider rig base but less favorable
sheeting angles; (ii) a “doghouse”, or deck saloon, rather than a
flush coachroof, housing a dinette against the aft cabin bulkhead,
as opposed to the centerline dropleaf table at the mast on the
standard boat; (iii) a larger engine than typically supplied with the
standard boat, and a much larger fuel tank (85 gal). This boat was
repowered in 1988 with a Perkins 4-108 rated at 50 hp, replacing
the original 4-107. Both designs carry 70 gallons of water in two
stainless steel tanks under the settees. The doghouse houses a
linear galley to starboard, in addition to the dinette table to port.

A Bit of History
I was able to meet for an hour or so with Mike Hoff, who had
owned Cento Anni for twenty years. Besides many other aspects of
the boat’s character, operation, and history, he mentioned that the
folks from whom he’d bought her back in ’85 were still in Seattle,
operating a yacht interiors business. Sure enough, we were able to
track down Dick and Ann Wightman through her Windrose Yacht
Interiors ad in 48 North. The Wightmans had lived aboard Isle of
Wight (as they called her) from ’72 to ’82, when they moved

ashore to accommodate Ann’s growing business. They were
apparently the third owners; her previous name was Ilinx, also the
name of the electronics business run by Steve Donaldson, her
second owner. The identity of her first owners is lost in the mists
of the late 60’s but allegedly (Hoff) they sailed her from LA to the
Seattle area via Hawaii.
Dick Wightman told us that the he made the ding in the dinette
table with his rib cage – they hit a rock going 6 knots while he was
sitting at the table facing forward, their adopted son was steering,
and Ann was standing at the galley stove. Ann took a header into
the vanity area and suffered a concussion, while the adopted son
took out the binnacle and wound up in a heap against the
companionway. Dick says they limped back to a convenient
boatyard making 200 gal/hr and pumping all the way. The
Wightmans remember the boat fondly – a picture of her sailing in
Puget Sound appears on Dick’s web page, www.docwightman.
com. They traded Isle of Wight to Mike Hoff for cash and a
Newport 30, which they characterized as a sailing dog after the
Cal.
Most of this history (though not the rock story) emerges from the
astonishing collection of paper left to us by Mike Hoff. Mike is a
lawyer in Seattle; he stated several times that this boat had saved
his life, by drawing him away from his high-pressure career. The
name Cento Anni is an Italian toast, the full version of which
translates as “may you live one hundred years”. The name captures
the feeling for this boat that Mike expressed in several
conversations.
One of the most useful documents of this collection is a notarized
letter, which Mike dictated from his hospital bed after suffering a
heart attack while aboard Cento Anni at an anchorage on Cortes
Island in 1988. We also have an issue of 48 North, a freebie
regional boat mag similar to Latitude 38, in which Mike recounts

this episode – the onset as they are about to leave to return south
one morning, gurney-borne by helicopter to hospital in Campbell
River, the life flight back to Seattle. From his Seattle hospital
room, Mike dictated a complete description of the boat and its
systems for a friend who had agreed to bring Cento Anni south.
While it contained a few out-of-date items, this six-page screed
was invaluable to me – for example, it contained the only clear
description I could find of how to start the kerosene stove, and thus
made possible a number of very important cups of coffee!

Back to Work
The major and obvious defects in our “new old boat” included
• the notorious head – barely legal, marginally functional, and
thoroughly disgusting;
• standing rigging – the wire and fittings turned out to be at
least twenty years old, possibly much older, and had to be
condemned out of hand;
• the spruce spreaders (original) had not seen finish for years
and could not be trusted;
• running rigging – had not been cleaned in years, if ever, and
more importantly showed chafe and wear; the wire in the
wire/rope halyards was at least as old as the standing rigging;
• the main was original with the boat – amazingly, this almostforty-year-old sail was still usable, if just;
• the 12 V system was a pastiche of additions and
modifications by four owners over thirty seven years – a
mare’s nest which had to be reorganized from the ground up;
• no modern electronics – the depth sounder was an ancient
flasher type (which works, it must be said!) - the Loran made
a one-way trip to a haz-mat facility;
• the 110 V system employed a single-pole main breaker in a
rusty box that looked like it belonged in a barn, was wired

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

largely with Romex and not grounded to the 12 V ground, all
contraventions of AYBC standards (which of course postdate
the design and construction of this boat by nearly 20 years);
the nine Perko cast aluminum opening ports had corroded to
the point that one did not dare open them for fear that they
would disintegrate;
the surveyor identified some rot in the rudder tube support, a
plywood brace whose failure could have catastrophic
consequences;
the cushions throughout were twenty-five years old and had
seen a hard life – they did not appear to ever have been
cleaned, and were of a color that did not appeal to us in any
case;
the interior floor covering was a hideous 1970’s orangebrown carpet, with thirty years of ground-in grime;
the engine seemed to be in generally good condition, but its
exhaust system had several defects (low spot between elbow
and muffler, no above-waterline vented loop);
the alternator was an internally regulated automotive type,
unsuitable for getting the best out of deep-cycle batteries;
the galley was equipped with a Shipmate three-burner
kerosene stove, with which we propane-spoiled sailors
simply were not ready to cope, and with a small and shallow
sink and hard-to-use hand pump;
the Norcold dual-voltage refrigeration unit is a good one, but
the box is absurdly under-insulated;
storage in the galley was not up to the demands of serious
cruising, and much of that was preempted by non-galley
items such as engine oil, spare parts,…
finally, the entire boat, inside and out, was covered with
many year’s worth of grime and mildew, all interior surfaces
were worn, and many lockers and drawers had unfinished
interior surfaces which had absorbed dirt and everything
spilled on them since the 60’s.

Against this litany of complaints, the first exhibit for the defense is
a sound and graceful hull, with all bulkheads tabbed all the way
round and no sign of tabbing failure. Jensen Marine built solid
boats, and this one’s build date is solidly within the overbuilt
period in fiberglass yacht construction. Even the topside gel-coat
was in remarkably good shape, though the same cannot be said of
the coachroof, which was ready for paint. The surveyor found only
two small areas of concern in the deck, which is of the plywood
sandwich type common in boats of this era; it feels utterly solid
underfoot. The layout is unusual and very attractive in several
ways, as noted above, and finished in mahogany rather than
(darker) teak.

The medium-aspect rig with its long boom appears dated, but on an
easily driven hull like the CC36’s is actually an advantage for two
aging gunkholers, offering shorter hoists, lower center of effort,
and ease in depowering. One of the previous owners had added
permanently rigged preventers. Setting these up reduces the risk of
a cockpit-sweeping accidental gybe (and also gives more strings to
fiddle with). While the mainsail should have retired years ago, the
boat owns three useful headsails in good condition: a 110% highcut lapper which moves the boat well upwind in any kind of

breeze, a 150% nylon drifter, and a “mule” (a storm jib with short
luff and long foot). These sails are hank-on, but I am ready to
revert after many years of roller furlers, and in this Lene is willing
to humor me.
The winches lacked self-tailing, but the primaries were
magnificently overlarge Barient No. 28s and also seemed worth a
trial. Besides the primaries, the boat sported a pair of No. 22
secondaries in the cockpit, three halyard winches on the mast, a
reef outhaul winch on the boom, and a vang winch on the
coachroof, for a grand total of no less than eight winches,

all Barients of more-than-adequate size. The Balmar vertical
windlass (rope drum and chain gypsy) is intelligently designed and
carefully installed by the previous owner. It’s almost impossible to
carry enough rode to deal with the deep anchorages of the
Northwest without some improvisation. The choices made by
Cento Anni’s former owners in this regard appeared very
reasonable: about 300 ft of rode on the bower, evenly split between
rope and chain, plus several 100 ft lengths of 1/2 in nylon rode
made up and ready to bend on or use as rode for other anchors. The
boat is covered in cleats, in contrast to many modern production
boats which have far too few.

Getting Started
The first step in our restoration process was to move Cento Anni
from the broker’s dock at Seattle’s Shilshole Marina to her
permanent moorage at West Sound Marina on Orcas Island, a
straight-line distance of about 70 nautical miles. Both for my own
peace of mind and to secure an insurance binder, we needed to
remedy a number of the defects listed above before the boat could
move. Since I had work obligations all summer and live in
Houston, much of this work had to be hired out, and I was unable
to be present for much of it. For the most part I’m pleased with the
results.
Seaview West boatyard at Shilshole cut out the partially
decomposed rudder tube bracket, used it as a pattern to fabricate a
new bracket, and glassed it in. They insisted on hauling the boat to
do this work, on the grounds that otherwise the heat of the resin
during its “kicking” process would be removed too quickly into the
water and the resulting bond would be less than optimal. They also
installed a new bilge pump and added a float switch (there had

previously been none), wiring the pump directly to the batteries
through the usual three-position switch, as is good practice, rather
than through the main 12 V panel as had been the case before.
The standing rigging and spreaders needed replacement from
scratch. I opted for aluminum spreaders, which should be
essentially maintenance-free and are greatly stronger than their
spruce predecessors (which, it must be noted, lasted through thirty
seven years of (ab)use). Seaview West fabricated these from box
section stock to conform to the existing fittings on the mast, and
did a beautiful job. Yachtmasters of Seattle undertook to build and
install new standing rigging using Haynes Hi-Mod mechanical
terminals and Haynes bronze turnbuckles. We opted to go up a size
on several components, and Cento Anni now carries 9/32” forestay,
backstay, and uppers, and 1/4” lowers, all 1x19 type 316 stainless
wire. I saw no virtue in retaining the wire halyards: I would prefer
all-fiber, which I can easily replace myself when necessary without
having to learn a new and esoteric splice. For cruising, vanilla
yacht braid would do, rather than high-modulus exotics.
Accordingly, Yachtmasters replaced the 3 vee-section steel sheave
pairs (one incomplete) at the masthead with two UHD
polyethylene sheave pairs sized to take up to 1/2” line. Finally, the
old wiring was removed; it had sat loose inside the mast except for
a few foam blocks. New wiring was run to the steaming light and
spreader lights, and new coax to a new VHF antenna, all inside
PVC conduit. I opted not to install masthead anchor or tricolor
lights. In my experience, running lights at deck level are as likely
to be visible as the tricolor, even in a swell offshore, and I prefer
an anchor light hung in the rigging a few feet off deck level which
other small boats are more likely to see than a masthead light when
closing in a dark anchorage. I intend to add radar at some point,
and we left a hole of appropriate diameter above the spreaders and
a messenger line run through a gasket and down with the rest of
the run, to facilitate pulling coax when we get around to installing
radar.

Kent of Yachtmasters suggested that, rather than run the wiring
through the original gland inside the (on-deck) mast step, which is
always at risk of leaking, we run the wire out of the mast base, then
below through a “swan neck” fitting. This is a standard device on a
number of production lines, such as Hallberg-Rassy, which deckstep masts. The gland through which the wiring had previously
entered the boat’s interior was plugged with sealant. The wiring
comes out of the mast bundled inside of split loom, and looks to be
a clean and dry arrangement.

Pat’s Marine Engines rebuilt the exhaust system. They fabricated
and installed a new elbow and a vented loop, and generally set up
the exhaust to conform to best practices. They also simplified the
fuel filtering system which had become rather baroque, removed
some no-longer-used wiring and bundled the rest, and took care of
a number of other minor issues raised by the surveyor. The
previous owner had installed a Racor clear-bowl filter in series
with the original Baldwin primary filter. I prefer the Racor greatly,
and would have directed Pat’s to keep it rather than the Baldwin
had I been there to oversee the work. This is one of the few
instances in which the “remote control” approach went seriously
wrong. It works much better with contractors who are willing to
communicate often with amateur owners.
The previous owner had warned me that the batteries were at the
end of their useful life, and sure enough I arrived in Seattle in early
September to find them flat and unwilling to take a charge. Since
we plan to sail this boat mostly in the summer for the next few
years, with long absences in the other seasons, I elected to replace
both house and starting banks with single Group 31 AGMs, which
are reputed to have a lower self-discharge rate than flooded cells,
and do not require monitoring of electrolyte level. Next summer I
plan to rewire these as a house bank, and add a dedicated Group 27
AGM starting battery.
The fixed-voltage automobile-style regulator built into the
alternator would not keep these (or flooded cells, for that matter)
fully charged. I had the internal regulator removed at a local
alternator shop. Seaview West Boatyard installed a Balmar
multistage regulator with battery temperature sensor to control the
rebuilt alternator. The alternator’s max output appears to be about
65 amps, which should be adequate for recharging the 200 AH
AGMs.

Pat’s had also removed a quantity (though far from all) redundant
wiring from the engine room and organized the rest in neat runs.

The rest of the move preparation amounted to several days of
dawn-to-dusk labor on my part: reeving new running rigging,
installing a new bus bar under the swan neck fitting and tracking
down and connecting the appropriate wiring, running new coax
and installing a new VHF (West Marine / Uniden) with a wireless
remote Uniden WHAM, removing the old batteries and installing
the new, scaling, rustproofing, and painting the 85 gallon black
iron fuel tank insofar as its location beneath the dinette sole
allowed, and removing a large quantity of no-longer-needed items
inherited from thirty-odd years of previous owners (including
pyrotechnics with expiration dates in the mid-80’s!). The cockpit
lockers initially resembled archaeological digs: treasures to be
found under layers of used rags, empty pop bottles, and decrepit

fishing gear included a Northhill anchor in working order – the
first one I have ever seen close-up – and a good collection of
usable tools. I also procured and studied up-to-date charts and tide
tables, and generally got the boat ready for sea again.

A New Home
My brother-in-law Martin Henry agreed to crew the delivery from
Shilshole to West Sound Marina on Orcas Island, a straight-line
distance of maybe 70 nm. We left Seattle on the morning of 9 Sept
2005. The weather seemed agreeable to an “outside” passage, up
the sound and Admiralty Inlet, then across the eastern entrance to
Juan de Fuca, up Rosario Strait and thence into the San Juans.
Tidal currents have a huge influence on the conduct of passages in
the inshore Northwest. We were more-or-less flushed out of the
Sound and up Admiralty Inlet by the ebb that started running
shortly after we left Shilshole. At times the GPS showed more than
8 knots over the ground. Unfortunately the flat calm persuaded us
that if we wanted to see Orcas in the allotted two days (delivery
trips always seem to have tight deadlines!) we’d have to push
along with the iron genoa. Mr. Perkins performed perfectly during
the 14 hours we were under way on this trip.

We arrived at Port Townsend at about 1400, and elected to stay the
night. Imagine our surprise to find that we had blundered into the
Wooden Boat Festival! I had been so busy since touching down in
Seattle that I hadn’t paid any attention to the many posters and ads
– this was a great surprise! We took the sole remaining slip in the
city marina (a 50 footer in the commercial basin), locked up the
boat and took the shuttle bus to the Festival. We had only a few
hours – it was like drinking from a fire hose. Definitely worth a
return visit some year!
Low water slack the next morning was too early to let us ride the
ebb out of Admiralty inlet without traveling in darkness - in these
waters with their load of logging debris, night sailing is simply too
risky. We left at dawn the next morning, and slogged our way
north against the new flood for a couple of hours until we reached
the point where it turns north as well. What a difference it makes to

have the current with you! That morning we saw speeds as low as
3 knots over the ground, as opposed to the previous day’s 8+.
Unfortunately, in our rush to get to the Festival, I left the camera
on the boat, so my only digital photograph of this stellar event
shows it as an indistinct blur on the horizon over Martin’s right
shoulder, taken in the middle of Admiralty Inlet departing Port
Townsend at 0600 on 10 Sept 2005…
We arrived at West Sound Marina around 1500, without incident,
tied up, and met Connie and Bietta when they arrived on the ferry
later that afternoon. The four of us treated ourselves to a bang-up
delivery celebration meal at Bilbo’s in Eastsound.
After Martin, Connie, and Bietta left for BC the next morning, it
was cleaning time. For the next couple of days I scrubbed the
boat’s internal and external surfaces, made up new mooring lines,
and got her ready to leave for a few months.

New Year on Orcas
We had time to spend a week on Orcas Island at New Year’s 0506. This was a great opportunity to spend a bit of additional time
on the boat, to do a few jobs and to plan many more.
The 110 V system needed wholesale replacement, per both the
survey and casual inspection. We were going to need shore power
in January, for running an electric heater if nothing else, so I asked
West Sound Marina to do the 110 V work. West Sound has a great
reputation, and this was one job I definitely wanted done by
professionals. The marina staff completed this work in October,
tossing out the “barn” style single pole breaker in the engine room
and installing a modern breaker panel with main, outlet, charger,
and refrigerator switches. According to the job report on the
invoice, the 30 Amp cockpit receptacle actually fell apart when the
yard’s electrician pulled it out for inspection. They replaced the
Romex with ABYC-compliant 3-conductor multistrand cable to
the several outlets that I had identified at important locations in the
boat’s interior for 110 V power access, including a GFCI outlet
next to the new panel. The work is neat and the system is set up
exactly as I asked – even better. I’d identified the last of the three
breakers as “refrigerator” but hadn’t explicitly asked them to wire
the fridge. However they inferred that I’d wanted that done, and
the next June I was suitably grateful to hear the fridge start
humming when I flipped the breaker on.
The former owner had relied on a portable automotive-type
charger, much the worse for sitting in the bilge for a number of
years, to charge the two golf cart cells and group 27 which had
been his battery solution. To maximize the life of the rather
expensive new bank of AGMs, I purchase a three-stage Xantrex
True Power 20+ charger and had West Sound install it along with

the other 110 V work. When I visited the boat in April, I also
added a temperature sensor to optimize the charge profile.
The biggest change in the boat’s interior appearance since we
bought it is the complete set of new cushions, made by Windrose
Yacht Interiors of Seattle. [Ann Wightman, the proprietress of
Windrose, is one of the former owners of Cento Anni, as
mentioned earlier.] Lene chose fabric and styles in August, on the
day that we had the mast pulled at Seaview West. The cushions
were done by the beginning of December. The Wightmans were
kind enough to drive to Anacortes and meet us at the ferry
terminal, on our way to the island. The SUV we’d rented
specifically for this job had just enough room for the cushions and
the driver – Lene and her two nieces from Hope BC, who were to
spend a couple of days with us on Orcas, had to walk on the ferry.
This boat came equipped with a Sigmar 120 diesel pot-burner
bulkhead-mounted heater. After Martin et al left in September, I
found the manual for this device and managed to start it up. It
worked a treat, but the auto-type electric fuel pump set up to feed it
had no sound insulation whatever, and once a minute or so made
an infernal racket for a few seconds. The right way to feed this
kind of heater is via a gravity or “day” tank. I ordered one of these
from Ballard Sheet Metal in Seattle, who make them in quantity
for the commercial fishing market amongst other things – they had
the 3-gallon size in stock, which was perfect. We picked it up on
our way through Seattle in December. With some additional fuel
hose, we set it up to feed the heater and to be fed in turn by the
electric fuel pump from the main tank. This way, the fuel pump
runs for at most a few minutes a day. During operation of the
heater, diesel flows soundlessly from the day tank into the pot
burner.
We had bedding delivered in quantity from LL Bean, enough (we
thought) to keep us warm during the long winter nights. This

amused the marina staff no end – they were kind enough to stash
the stuff in the boat’s dinette. We also stopped at Fred Meyer in
north Seattle and bought an electric heater, amongst other things.
The electric heater sufficed, as it turned out, and we have yet to run
the diesel heater again after my first trial in September 05.
We enjoyed a couple of very nice days at the Kingfish Inn, a few
hundred yards from the marina, with our nieces from Hope BC,
who thought that B&B life was wonderful. After their departure
for home, we moved onto the boat for a few days. This sojourn
gave us the opportunity to consider carefully what needed to
happen next, and how to bring it about. After due consideration,
we came up with this list of improvements for summer 06:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foot pump and reasonable spigot for galley sink
Propane cooker
Working head with holding tank etc.
New high-capacity manual bilge pump
Better cabin lighting
New opening ports

These changes came to the fore largely because they bear on the
livability of the boat. We felt that the fundamentals – hull, rig,
sails, and engine – and the basic cabin features were in good
enough shape to live with for this year, though many
improvements in these systems are also needed.
We had determined to give up the Shipmate kerosene galley stove.
It worked OK (usually), but you can never escape the odor of
alcohol (primer) and kerosene. I might have put up with it, but
Lene was adamant. We needed to go to propane.
I did some looking around, during the previous summer when I
was pretty sure we’d be up against this, and saw several boats with

propane cylinders stored on deck. There is absolutely no sensible
place to fit a propane locker into the slim stern of a Cal 36, so
that’s what we’d have to do too. I liked the look of the 6 lb
Worthington cylinders that I’d seen. So I asked West Sound to
install two of these – active and spare – on the stern pulpit, in
brackets also made by Worthington, and to run propane hose from
the regulator/solenoid to the area behind the stove in the galley,
with an airtight deck fitting and a straight run of hose with no
breaks. Betsy Wareham did a great job of this.

A Weekend in April
Early in the spring, I accepted an invitation to participate in a
review panel for a program at U. Washington in late April. As I
was also on leave at the time, no reason occurred to me not to
spend a few days following on Orcas. I used some of this time to
interview contractors as a first step towards building on our
property, but there was also a bit of time for the boat.
Besides changing the oil and cleaning up, I got the 3 HP Johnson
outboard going. It sputtered and died for a while, but persistence
paid off and by the time I left it was running smoothly. I also got
some more running rigging replaced, and reworked the propane so
that the tanks hung outboard – no sense giving the stuff the ability
to overflow into the cockpit.
I also knocked off the old name. Lene had come up with an
inspired name for our boat, honoring both our mothers: Sara E.,
short for Sara Elizabet, and with a bit of a down-east flavor I liked
in spite of the Southern – Danish combination. So the old name
had to go. I made up a suitable ceremony and did it from the dink,
with a bottle of pale ale to lend solemnity.

Summer 06
We left Houston on 30 May 06, a full two weeks later than planned
– and a couple of days later than we might have, had not the
house’s air conditioner compressor died a definitive death the
Friday before Memorial Day weekend. As I’ve come to expect, we
looked wistfully at all the wonderful scenery as it whizzed past,
intent on getting to Orcas Island. We arrive on the Island late on
Friday 2 June, with a deadline for having the boat usable of 25
June (as will be explained below).
We kept a log of the summer’s activities, so here they are in
chronological order.
June:
3: The marina store had a huge pile of boxes stacked for us. I spent
the day sorting this stuff, moving some of it to the storage space

we’d rented in January and some of it aboard. The struggle
between supplies and tools, on one hand, and living space on the
other, kept on all summer.
One of the boxes held my new set of Milwaukee 28 v lithium ion
battery powered tools – drill, circular saw, sawzall, and work light.
These were great – I’d recommend them to anyone. The drill got
used constantly, the other tools less so. The saw that saw the most
use was my 25 year old Craftsman jigsaw. The line power drill
was also handy – having two power drills is a real luxury.
Two of the best tools we picked up at a Cutting Edge store before
leaving Houston: (1) a pair of carbide burrs, which I used all
summer for grinding wood and fiberglass; (2) a Shinto wood rasp,
which was great for shaping all sorts of wood parts.
4. Started on the foot pump and sink. The foot pump is a Whale
gusher, which is 5” wide (with all outlets folded parallel). The
space available between the stainless steel water tank and the
bulkhead under the sink (under the stbd saloon berth) was exactly
5” wide, where it was not obstructed by cleats and other
woodwork. After several hours of grinding and drilling, the pump
fit with just enough room to install enough screws to hold it in
place.
5. Finished installation of the foot pump, removed sink and old
hand pump behind it. This left a larger opening than the bar tap (a
Home Depot special) needed. Cut a piece of Starboard, screwed it
down and caulked it, and put the tap through that. After some
fussing managed to connect the old hose to the new fitting (with its
normal end hacksawed off). Recaulked and reinstalled sink, after
cleaning it up. Works a treat.

When we arrived, the old Shipmate was sitting on the cabin sole, in
front of its old home. First thing we did was get it out in the
cockpit. While I was scratching my head about what to do with it,
our liveaboard neighbor Mike (who works in the marina store) said
he was interested – had no stove, hated propane, had been looking
for something like that. My response: it’s all yours, Mike, provided
that you agree to take all the other crud that goes with it – pressure
tank, spare parts, etc. Mike accepted, problem solved. The
shipmate now sits in his cockpit, awaiting its future.
6. With the space behind the stove open, we decided to paint it.
Got a can of Bilgecoat, cleaned carefully, and put on first coat.
Moved new Force 10 two burner stove down from the store, made
measurements for the shims required to install the gimbals and
gimbal locks. Cut these out of clear fir stock. Since they can’t be
varnished (heat!) they don’t look great – I intend to replace them
with mahogany next summer.
7. Took day off, went hiking and got some groceries. Sat around
and thought about things. Slapped on another coat of Bilgecoat.
8. Mounted gimbal shims, supports, hung stove, hooked up
propane, pressure tested, and made first of many cups of tea.

9. Lene left with the dogs for Hope BC to see her family. This gave
me the opportunity to do something that didn’t bear doing with
anyone else around: replace the head.
The first and most disgusting job was to remove the old head, a
standard Raritan model. It had not seen any serious maintenance in
many a year.

The most amazing aspect of this job was the way the kickplate in
the head compartment was attached – all screws were blind! A
piece of mahogany trim had been glued over the space between
floor and kickplate, with no provision for removal. I had to destroy
the trim piece to get the kickplate out. After that, it was pretty
easy, if repulsive, work to get the old head and its near-clogged
hoses out of the boat.

10: Put in Starboard floor and used epoxy putty to fillet the joints.
This part was generally a disaster. The Starboard is impervious to
moisture and will not warp, and should remain easy to clean for
years. However it doesn’t stick to anything, in particular the fillet.
The putty set up hard in about 5 minutes, and this did not give time
for El Largo here to work it into a nice shape. Even after extensive
sanding, I wound up with an extremely hard, lumpy fillet full of
holes. In some disgust, I painted it with Bilgecoat anyway.
11. After another coat of Bilgecoat in the early AM, I installed the
Lavac head. This required running white sani-hose – the bane of
humanity – through the bulkhead into the hanging locker, in a loop
up through the Henderson pump and back down and through the
forward bulkhead into the compartment under the vee berth, where
the old flexible holding tank was installed – I was doing this job
one stage at a time, and decided that the old tank could do for the
moment. White sani-hose is awful stuff, but with the aid of a heat
gun, soap, and lots of elbow grease, I got all the fittings hooked up
and working. We bought the Lavac from Maritime Sanitation in
Seattle, who sincerely tried to be helpful. Still, I have the
impression that they don’t sell many of these, and don’t really
know much about them. Shame really – if you have to have a
marine head, this is the one to own.
Despite my ghastly filleting job, the new head is much easier to
keep clean than the old one (which was impossible), and we used it
with general satisfaction all summer (and will keep on using it for
a long time, I hope).
As part of this job, I built and installed a little step out of clear fir
2x4s (cut on the table saw in my garage in Houston, trimmed,
assembled, and varnished on Orcas). This makes using the head a
great deal easier for all.
I still haven’t replaced the stupid piece of trim.

12. Hauled out for bottom job and buff/polish topsides. Gave a
good chance to look over the bottom and running gear. Left for
mainland and major boat shopping trip – picked up many
necessities in Seattle, including holding tank, MOB pole and
horseshoe bouy, etc. etc.
The topsides buffing also removed the residual glue under the last
of the old name on the stern, and the former hailing port. We are
now ready for the new name and hailing port…

14-24 June: Took care of numerous odds and ends, and a couple of
major jobs. Ran 6-conductor wire down dock and gained telephone
and internet connectivity. Removed old netting (partly rotted) and
installed new 4” Johnson netting on lifelines. Replaced main
manual bilge pump with new bronze Boswell 2600. This took quite
a while to get working, and it quickly developed that the 2” line
was perforated and needed replacing. No one seemed to have 2”
hose of suitable type – more on this later.
Installed Whale hand pump in outlet line, at bottom of hanging
locker – had re-oriented sewage outlet seacock while hauled. This
gave manual backup for unloading holding tank. Removed old
flexible tank and installed new 24 gal 3/8” HDPE holding tank
from Marine Sanitation. This required dismantling the plywood
platform under the V-berth, then cutting and bolting on backing
plates so it remained rigid when reassembled. Used the plywood I
had for support, which is not marine grade and will come apart –
this will lead to an annoying and time-consuming repair later but
time didn’t permit anything else. Replaced all sanitation line
except for vents and pumpout line - these will come later.
Carefully blocked holding tank – no way it will move!
Besides the nonmarine ply, the main less-than-satisfactory aspect
of this installation was the Y-valve, which had just the right angles
to join outlet, pumpout, and overboard discharge lines but requires
switching to choose between pumpout and overboard. A simple Y
(no valve) would have worked as well or better, but didn’t have
one that fit, and moreover haven’t seen one that would.
Reorganized tools and bosun supplies, cleaned out one of two
drawers under dinette and moved tools to compartment below port
settee, tested outboard, went up mast using Topclimber and
replaced flag halyard, installed radar reflector on flag halyard. Cut
and installed ventilation underlay under V-berth, installed MOB

pole, inspected and marked anchor chain, installed gimbal locks on
stove.
22: passed CG Auxiliary inspection, sticker on dodger window –
that’s a triumph!
24-30: Cruise with MG and BK around San Juans. Met them in
Anacortes, then 2 nights at Spencer Spit (2nd because they had
engine trouble), Friday Harbour, Reid Harbour on Stuart, False
Bay on Sucia, then home. Fantastic!
The title picture shows Sara E. entering Friday Harbour.
Here we are anchored in Sucia’s False Bay, rafted up with MG &
BK’s charter boat, a 32 ft Beneteau:

Sunset on Sucia:

July:
Besides many small projects, two major items remained on our list:
interior lighting and opening port replacements.
We had purchased eight Alpenglow interior lights, four reading
and four overhead. These are beautiful (and expensive) fixtures
which will replace the very tired fixtures which came with Sara E.
from the factory almost forty years ago. We got a pair of the
reading lights mounted over the settees, but the overhead lights
bring up issues of conduit and appearance that we did not resolve
before our summertime was up.

The other major project was: replace nine opening ports. Three
large boxes waiting for us on our arrival in June contained
replacement 5x12 bronze ports from New Found Metals in Port
Townsend. These were to replace the extremely corroded Perko
cast aluminum ports, original equipment. These were clearly in bad
shape but were actually in worse shape than I realized (else we
might not have gone anywhere with them!). The original
attachment of each port was to a molded base in the solid
fiberglass coachroof interior, by self-tapping screws and a layer of
caulk. Not a single screw was intact, and the sealant was mostly
decayed to the point that I could remove one of the ports without
even the leverage of a screwdriver! The next two pictures show the
Starboard port on the front of the doghouse, and the hole it left.

As the photo suggests, the coachroof is not all that thick – actually,
3/8” in most places. This seems not to be unusual for solid
fiberglass construction, but most such structures have been cored
for several decades. Accordingly, NFM had designed their ports
for a nominal 3/4” – 1” wall thickness. For thinner walls, they
provide a 5/8” teak spacer to make up the required depth. Having
worked out the structure back in June, we had ordered nine
spacers. The drill is to varnish each spacer, then install the port in
it using the butyl automotive window caulk supplied by NFM.
This stuff may be the only nastier material than white sani-hose.
The picture below shows my technique: use many, many
disposable vinyl gloves and a combination of Maguair’s car wax
and paint thinner to remove the gloop from the many places it
doesn’t belong.

The next step is preparation of the cutout. The NFM ports have a
somewhat different shape, and are meant to be installed with a
fairly thick bead of butyl caulk surrounding the spigot (as the part
that protrudes through the cabin side is called). The spigot has two
rain gutters formed into its bottom, and both these and the hubs to
take the blind through-bolts from inside required carefully
positioned holes. It took me the first half-dozen ports to get the
hang of shaping the cutout – all of the ports I installed this summer
have larger and more irregular cutouts than they should have, as a
result.

Before installing the ports, I attempted to paint the coachroof from
the forward edge of the doghouse forward. The gelcoat had
irretrievably deteriorated, with a broken surface looking like a
dried mudflat. Painting was the only option. I tried to use a twopart LPU paint supposedly formulated for brush-and-roller
application by do-it-yourselfers, called Signature Finish. The
supplier was as helpful as he could be, but partly due to lack of
expertise on my part the results were not all that great. I ended up
with heavily orange-peeled surface with a fair number of runs. I
did verify that wet sanding and buffing would cure this problem
while leaving a nice finish, by treating a square foot or so, but it’s
going to be a lot of work. I hope I can avoid some of these
mistakes on the rest of the coachroof, cockpit, and decks, all of
which needs painting.
For port installation, I followed the NFM instructions: prepare
cutout from template, clamp frame and spigot (inserted and sealed
to spacer) in place, force more butyl caulk between spigot and
cabin side, place trim ring with 4200 bead around inside and
outside edges, bolt together. All bolts had to be cut to about
1”1/16, which I did with a hacksaw, eight bolts per port.
Providentially, it rained just after I had finished installing the last
of the six ports done this summer – providentially, because it
hadn’t rained in almost a month, and this rain revealed that two of
the three ports on the front of the doghouse leaked profusely! Since
the space between the spigot and the cutout was thoroughly filled
with butyl, the leak had to come around the exterior trim ring and
through the holes cut in the cabin side and the spacer for the hubs.
In a thicker cabin side, the hubs would have been sealed: the butyl
forced around them per instructions would have been forced
against the back of the hole drilled for the hub. Since our cabin
side is so thin, the hub holes have no backs – they are backed by
the hub holes in the spacers. So basically the hubs are hanging in
the air, and the seals are imperfect.

To start with, I carefully sealed both the inside and outside edges
of the trim rings with 4200, rather than relying on the butyl. This
involved cleaning out the butyl in the space between spigot and
trim ring with lots of paper towels soaked in mineral spirits, since
the 4200 would not stick to the butyl. Then I ran a substantial bead
of 4200 in this gap and around the outside. When this stuff had
cured, I directed a hose at the ports – no leaks.
Then several phone calls to NFM revealed that others had
encountered the same problem, and had solved it as follows:
remove each bolt, one by one; fill each hole to overflowing with
4200; screw bolt back in and tighten, relying on the play in the
threads to let the uncured sealant work its way out of the hubs;
clean up and go to the next bolt. We will do this next summer, as I
don’t think it’s a good idea to rely on the little beads of exterior
caulk for protection against leaks – I’d rather have a backup.

The trim rings bent enough to conform nicely to the curve on the
cabin front while still admitting the bolts. The spacers however are
rigid. I should have shaped them more carefully to fit the inside
curve of the doghouse roof – I did some shaping, but not enough.
Now that the ports are installed, my inclination is to fill the
remaining gaps with 4200, carefully smoothed. I think it will look
OK. Altogether, the effect of the bronze ports, varnished teak
spacers, and cream cabin walls is very pleasing.
Lene painted the interior of the boat, except for the V-berth area,
with a cream Latex enamel. It looks very good – hopefully it will
hold up well. Windrose Interiors made a set of curtains in goldish
yellow and directed us to a source, in Seattle, for bronze 3/8” rod.
We ditched the old steel rods, which were rusting. The next two
photos show the effect achieved in galley and dinette, as well as a
good shot of the new cushions. Compare to the earlier picture.

August:
At the end of the summer, we spent our usual Harritz family
reunion week on Saltspring Island, which included a couple of
very nice sails in Captain Passage and around Prevost Island, with
plenty of wind and full crews. On our way back to Orcas, after
crossing the boarder, we motored briefly around a pod of orcas,
which entertained us in spectacular fashion.
Before leaving for the summer, I discovered yet another job. The
smoke jack for the stove has a wide aluminum base, which sits on
a teak base separating the level aluminum from the sloping coach
roof. The teak looked to be in bad shape, so I removed the trim
ring below decks and unbolted the jack. Removing it revealed
unprotected plywood core, which had predictably rotted.
Apparently the core had received a thin layer of epoxy seal when
the jack was installed, but that had deteriorated from repeated

overheating. When the sealant around the teak base, and the base
itself, lost integrity, water had entered.

I dug out as much rot as I could with a screwdriver. The right way
to do this job is to reef out at least half-an-inch of core, then fill the
gap with filled epoxy. Due to fingers of damaged core reaching
back a couple of inches in several places, this infill must be
preceded by a Git-Rot (or similar) treatment. Then either a hightemp inner layer or a heat sink finishes the job. For the nonce, I
sealed the hole again by gluing up the smoke jack and old base
with silicone, and left this repair until later.
On 15 Aug we were on our way East; summer was over.

A Last Picture
A guy in Friday Harbor made up vinyl lettering in July 06. I think
it looks good.

2007
Before leaving in August 2006, we set a number of things in
motion.
Item. To begin with, the old main was in pretty saggy shape, and I
dreamt of a new sail, with a loose foot and good shape. We heard
super stuff about the Schattauer brothers in Seattle.
Frank Schattauer measured us for a new main on 3 Jan 07 and also
carted off all the headsails for a look-see. The new main is the
single biggest improvement in sailing quality we could make. It

will be an expensive sail – Schattauer’s highest offshore
construction standards, and they’re not cheap. Not a Chinese sail,
but sewn in Seattle. They have a great reputation. Really looking
forward to this.
The result: we picked up a new main on our way through Seattle in
May. Gorgeous sail! Worth every penny (I think – anyway, I spent
a LOT of pennies on this baby). The Shattauers condemned the old
genoa, expressed severe doubt that the mule (storm jib) was sound,
but pronounce the lapper – the only jib we use anyway – in
reasonably good shape, OK for a few more years. Hurray.
Item. Perkins runs at (apparently) about 140 F, which is way too
cool if true. It should be at least 165 F. Either the sender is
misreading, or the thermostat is wrong. Either way, this needs
fixing. Hoff has been running it this way for who knows how long,
but if it’s really running cool that’s going to shorten the life of the
engine considerably. So I asked WSM to have one of their
mechanics track this down.
The result: it’s the sender. Portable runtemp instrument showed the
actual temp at around 165-170, right in the range. So relax.
Item. Instrument package: eventually we want to do radar, against
those famous fogs, but we desperately need a new depth sounder
and log. Both are safety issues. The old flasher sounder works, but
it’s hard to read and takes a while to settle down sometimes.
Modern digital sounders at least give you the feeling of definitely
knowing the depth, even if they’re wrong, and have modern DSP
software, which may actually work. The Kenyon log has bit the
dust.
The result: there’s just not a lot of room for running wires around
the coachroof. The TackTick wireless instruments don’t need
them. So we bought the basic TackTick kit – depth and log – and

had them installed during the haulout in June 07. The readout is
wireless and solar powered, and clips onto the aft bulkhead of the
coachroof by the companionway. I set it to display depth and speed
in the largest possible letters. The speedo wheel went in the same
place that the old Kenyon’s did, up in the keel sump under the
lower saloon sole, next to the raw water strainer; the latter
interferes with the former and makes it difficult to remove, so
someday I’m going to have to move the strainer. After some
discussion with Ian Wareham, decided to place the depth
transponder where the old flasher transponder was, underneath the
dinette. This is the flattest area of the bottom, but has the
disadvantage that the keel will create an acoustic shadow on the
port tack. Still, better than poking a hole up forward, the other
possibility. The signal processing and transmitting unit fits in the
locker under the aft dinette seat next to the centerline, on its
forward bulkhead. I cannibalized the power supply wiring for the
old flasher unit, and made simple runs from the two sensors. This
rig works very well – except for occasional depth insanity caused
by the keel shadow, we get very good service from these
instruments. I would recommend them. As for radar, we’re still
waiting.
Item: Raw water pump shows signs of failing seals. Asked West
Sound Marina to rebuild and order a spare. That’s an expensive
spare, but there’s no substitute. If we’re going north, it seems like
good insurance.
Result: working fine. Got a bunch of impeller spares also.
Item. Fuel filter: mentioned above that the diesel mechanics in
Seattle removed the wrong filter, far as I’m concerned. Since the
Perkins needs a lengthy bleeding process whenever you swap filter
elements, I would much prefer to have a dual hot-swap
arrangement as favored by power boaters. Racor makes a nice one
with a vacuum gauge.

The result: WSM installed a dual Racor hot-swappable with a vac
gauge. All I have to do to see if we’re pulling a vacuum is stick my
head in the port cockpit locker. Very slick.
Item. Ian said the old fuel I ran through it last summer “goobered”
the carburetor.
The result: He ordered a rebuild kit, and rebuilt it. Apparently you
should use fuel for one summer only now. I asked Betsy what to do
with the leftover gas/oil mix – she said “put it in your car”. OK. I
try to do this with rentacars, but in fact it didn’t hurt the Honda
either. We didn’t use the outboard in the following summer, but it
was ready, anyway.
Item: Rotted core around smoke jack. Turns out whoever installed
it did not cut a large enough hole, so they did screw up after all.
Needs at least 1” clearance around stovepipe
The result: WSM saturated the surrounding core with Git-Rot
while we were back in Texas – the advice we got was that if we
wanted to keep any working brain cells, don’t do it while living
aboard. I spent a few days in the fall visiting the boat with Martin,
and filled the remaining voids with thickened epoxy. It remains to
do something with this hole – more later.
Item: Do something about insulating hull-deck joint – a source of
lots of condensation. But so is the rest of the boat – we need better
ventilation!
The result: Martin and I installed a Nicro solar vent in the forepeak
hatch. This worked well at first, but by the time we arrived the
following summer had quit. Either the solar panel is not putting
out, or the motor is fried.

Item: Install last three opening ports.
The result: done June 07. If I could keep on doing this, I’d really
have it down – the last three went in much easier, and required less
a posteriori caulk to seal properly. On the other hand, if I had to
keep doing this, I’d jump overboard. Preparatory to the install, we
finished interior paint in the forepeak. While we did this, we had to
sleep in the saloon. That’s how we discovered that we’d RATHER
sleep in the saloon! I’ve since discovered that other CC36 owners
have discovered that the saloon double is really the most
comfortable berth on the boat. This is especially true with our
super-deluxe fat cushions. We had intended to retrieve the V-berth
cushions from the shop, where we put them during painting, but
we never did!
Item: light over the dinette
The result: I test-mounted two of the Alpenglow box fittings over
the dinette, removing the old screw-base fitting from the coachroof
side. These are great! One of them has a red-light switch, in case
we ever indulge in night sailing again. The unsolved problem is
how to cover up the wire runs. I think I will have to manufacture
conduit by routing out some suitable wood.
Item: boarding
Lene found the step to the dinghy far too large, and the dogs find it
impossible. So I made a “test” boarding step out of 2x6 cedar
cutoffs from the shop project. Works brilliantly! The step hangs on
two loops of spare line over a winch or cleat. Both two-legged and
four-legged crew were immediately able to embark and disembark
with ease. Someday this ought to be replaced by a fancy teak
morph, but for the time being it will do.
Item: with all this don’t forget the main point: GO SAILING!!!

The result: SO we did: various short jaunts, including our
discovery of Blind Bay and Indian Cove on Shaw, then in July a
very nice long week with Marty Golubitsky and Barb Keyfitz.
Spencer Spit, MacKaye Harbour on the S. end of Lopez (and a
very nice calm sail (!) on the Strait to get there), then across the
border to clear into Canada and stay the night at Canoe Cove, Todd
Inlet, Montague Harbour, Reid Harbour, then home.
In early August took Amelia with us to Saltspring via Van Isle
Marina. Unfortunately no one was interested in sailing that year,
for whatever reason, so Sara E. simply was our home for the week
in Saltspring Marina. The major excitement was a powerboat
burning to the waterline one afternoon. What a mess!
Then back to Orcas via Roche Harbour, secure everything for the
winter, and head east. For the first time, we had a dried-in shop
building on our property just up the hill from the marina, so the
sails came off and stowed in the shop for the winter.

2008
A short trip to Orcas in March entirely taken up with work on the
property – arranging for a survey to do a site map for the house,
setting up with the tile people at Windsor Interiors for the shower,
etc. Enjoyed Sara E. but the only thing I accomplished, apart from
running the engine up, was getting both propane tanks properly
mounted together on the stern.
This was a weird summer. It started with me being alone on the
island for a month, while Lene stayed behind in LA helping out
with the birth of Nathan, our grandson. I was very busy in the
meanwhile, but mostly with work on the shop. Sara E. got some
attention:

4 June: Haulout and survey. Arne Bentsen of Friday Harbour did
the honors: our insurer, Heritage, insisted that they needed a survey
this year. He was overall very impressed, but pointed out several
deficiencies which I remedied – eventually.
5 June: the Sigmar diesel heater is simply in the wrong place. Last
summer we started sleeping in the saloon double rather than up
forward, and eventually realized that this is where we want our
regular berth – and that it frees up a HUGE amount of storage up
forward! The heater simply had to go, as it interferes with the use
of this berth (and is just a threat – diesel burning a foot over a berth
cushion is too much of a blatant hazard for me to feel at all
comfortable about). So today I started dismantling it, not really
being sure where it would go eventually. For the time being, it’s in
the shop.
This also implies that the smoke jack and direct vent are in the
wrong place, so those holes, temporarily repaired, now need to be
plugged permanently. Another job!
6 June: took care of two of the surveyor’s complaints: new flares,
and battery boxes with covers – these were a pain to put in place,
but they do the job. The experience reminded me that the entire
wiring run, from batteries up, needs to be replaced. Sigh…
• Build shelf behind stove for cast iron skillets and small pans.
Should have notched front, pocket in back for backs of pans,
and latch – barrel bolt or leather strap with snap.
• New base for smoke jack. Recut deck hole for smoke jack to
correct dimn (5”), finish, reinstall stovepipe, reinstall day
tank (removed for painting), hook up fuel hose, clean and test
heater.

• Rebuild gasket under forward hatch. Someday it’s going to
have a Lexan window in it, but not this year.
• Paint companionway steps, add nonskid patches.
• Sand and paint binnacle.
• The balanced draft diesel heater is nice, but one that draws
air from inside, or even a solid fuel heater, might do a better
job of drying out the boat.
If we get more ambitious, and/or in 08:
• Rip out vanity, replace with a tub – wet locker combo, use
the current wet locker as storage via several removable
shelves. This lets us keep the current bulkhead at the back of
the vanity, which will become the front of the new storage.
• Rebuild cabin sole, get rid of yucky carpets (which were
themselves a big improvement over bare beat-up plywood).
• Do something sensible with exterior teak – strip and finish
with Honey Teak being the leading contender.
• Finish painting the deck and coachroof.
• Add guardrails over smokejack and vent.
• Build teak dorade box, bronze vent, guardrails.
Even longer term:
• Rebuild shelves along port side above saloon berth to
dramatically increase bookshelf space.
• Convert starboard saloon bunk into standup nav station with
storage under, even more bookshelves at back.

